The Commissioner
Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission
Level 8, Piccadilly Tower
133CastioreaghSt
Sydney. 2000.
Dear Sir/Madam,
re: The Globe Venue 379KingSt, Newtown.
ACTION PLAN FOR THE PROVISION OF DISABLED ACCESS TO THE FIRST FLOOR .
Introduction.
The Globe Venue Partnership has received Development Approval (D.A.520/96)
to change the use of the above building to that of a Restaurant/Nightclub facility
with permission for the facility to be a 'Place of Public Entertainment.’
As the building consists of two levels the partnership recognises that there is a need
to provide facilities to enable people with disabilities to access the first floor and
accordingly offers this Action Plan for the installation of a lift which will meet the
requirements of the B.C.A. in conjunction with the guidelines set down under the
D.D.A.
Object.
To provide safe and convenient access to the entertainment facilities as exist on the
first floor level of The Globe Venue to ensure that discrimination against disabled
persons will be eliminated in respect of this venue.
Accordingly it is expected that this facility will be viewed as 'user-friendly’ to
people with disabilities.
Layout of Building.
It should be noted that building work is currently under way at the time of
presentation of this plan.
Allowance has been made for easy access to the venue at ground floor level and as
required under Council/B.C.A. guidelines, complying Disabled Toilet facilities
have been provided. There is unimpeded access to the toilets from the King St.
entrance.
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Implementation Strategies.
Plans have been accepted by Marrickville Council to remove the existing concrete
staircase on the southern (Goddard St.) side of the building and have allowed the
installation of a lift suitable for easy wheelchair access. The lift chosen is imported
by Multilift Pty Ltd of Alexandria and the specifications and lift type have been
reviewed by the Council officer charged with supervising D.D. A. issues and have
been approved. 
The installation of the lift and the construction of ramps ;it entry and exit will lake
place within the first year of operation of the business. It should be noted that as the
lift is imported there is a lead time for supply of approximately three months
following the placing of the order.
The capital costs for the provision of this lift of course are large and as this business
is viewed as a start-up venture, leasing facilities are difficult to obtain. Accordingly
the partnership undertakes to provide this access during the first twelve months of
the operation of the business, or earlier, should cash How permit.
It is submitted that as the partnership cannot afford to fund this major item at this
lime and that to not be able to trade on the first floor of the premises immediately
would seriously threaten the viability of the venture, that given Section 11 of the
D.D.A. this programmed installation can be deemed to be reasonable.

Operational Procedures
The Venue Manager and Licensee will be instructed on the operating requirements of the lift. At all times staff will be available to assist people with disabilities in the operation of the lift where necessary, however the operating panel of the lift will be sited in a position where it can be easily operated by the user. The entrance to the lift will also be kept clear to enable easy access to the well.
Conclusion.        
It is recognised by the proprietors that eradication of discrimination against people with disabilities is necessary throughout the entertainment and hospitality industries. It is believed that the easy access to this building at street level, coupled with the provision of disabled toilets and the complying lift to the first floor will meet the intents and provisions of the D.D. A.

